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Recently, more than 100,000 cases for ransomware attacks were reported in the Middle East, Turkey
and Africa region [2]. Ransomware is a malware category that limits the access of users to their files
by encrypting them. This malware requires victims to pay in order to get access to the decryption
keys. In order to remain anonymous, ransomware requires victims to pay through the Bitcoin network.
However, due to an inherent weakness in Bitcoin’s anonymity model, it is possible to link identities hidden
behind Bitcoin addresses by analyzing the blockchain, Bitcoin’s public ledger where all of the history of
transactions is stored. In this work, we investigate the feasibility of linking users, as identities represented
by Bitcoin’s public addresses, to addresses owned by entities operating ransomware. To demonstrate
how such linking is possible, we crawled BitcoinTalk, a famous forum for Bitcoin related discussions, and
a subset of Twitter public datasets. Out of nearly 5B tweets and 1M forum pages, we found 4.2K and 41K
unique online identities, respectively, along with their public personal information and Bitcoin addresses.
Then we expanded these datasets of users by using closure analysis, where a Bitcoin address is used to
identify a set of other addresses that are highly likely to be controlled by the same user. This allowed us
to collect thousands more Bitcoin addresses for the users. By analyzing transactions in the blockchain,
we were able to link 6 unique identities to different ransomware operators including CryptoWall [1] and
WannaCry [3]. Moreover, in order to get insights into the economy and activity of these Ransomware
addresses, we analyzed the money flow of these addresses along with the timestamps associated with
transactions involving them. We observed that ransomware addresses were active from 2014 to 2017,
with an average lifetime of nearly 62 days. While some addresses were only active during a certain year,
others were operating for more than 3 years. We also observed that the revenue of these malware exceeds
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USD 6M for CryptoWall, and ranges from USD 3.8K to USD 700K for ransomware such as WannaCry
and CryptoLocker, with an average number of transactions of nearly 52. One address associated with
CryptoLocker ransomware also had a large amount of Bitcoins worth more than USD 34M at the time
of writing. Finally, we believe that such type of analysis can potentially be used as a forensic tool to
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